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For the detection for soft fault in sensors, most fault detection methods applied in fault-

tolerant federated filtering algorithm are insensitive, large-delay, and disabled to 

distinguish the fault types. To solve the problems above,  a modulus maxima principle 

based fault detection method for navigation sensor is proposed in this paper. The relation 

between Lipschitz exponent and signal singularities has been established to detect and 

classify the sensor faults. By calculating the Lipschitz exponent at the fault point, the fault 

type of sensor can be distinguished, providing effective information for sensor fault 

isolation and restoration. It is especially effective to detect the step error and slope error in 

navigation sensors. Then, the algorithm based on wavelet singular value has been proposed 

to detect faults, which is applied to the federated filter for the INS/GPS/DVL integrated 

navigation system Simulation is conducted and its result shows that, this intelligent 

federated filter algorithm can accurately realize sensor fault detection and system 

reconstruction. 

 

1. Introduction 

With the development of modern ships, aircraft, missiles and other vehicles, ever higher standards 

for the accuracy and reliability of navigation systems are demanded. Because of the outstanding 

characters such as high-accuracy, self-contained and jam-proof, the inertial navigation system (INS) 

has become the core of navigation systems for most vehicles. Moreover, because the navigation errors 

in satellite navigation system and Doppler system don’t accumulate, they have been the best external 

auxiliary navigation methods for calibrating INS and inhibiting the error accumulation all the time [1]. 
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The performance of satellite positioning and Doppler velocity log can affect the calibration 

accuracy of INS directly. However, satellite positioning and Doppler velocity log are the navigation 

technology without autonomy. And so, not only the equipment errors but also the external environment 

disturbance will have harmful effects on them producing fault information, such as step error caused 

by clock jumping, power fluctuation in satellite positioning, and slope error caused by clock drift and 

the inaccuracy of rail parameter model [2]. Therefore, in order to improve the performance and 

reliability of navigation system, developing a fault-tolerant technology to detect and isolate system 

fault timely is very significant for engineering application.   

Since the early 1970s, pioneer researchers have been studing on the projects related to fault 

detection for dynamic system. Among the fault detection methods for sensors, state 
2  detection 

method based on Kalman filtering, residual 
2 detection method and sensor fault detection based on 

modulated Gaussian wavelet transformation are correspondingly developed up to now. 
2  detection 

method judge whether faults occur in the system by testing if the mean and variance of the constructed 

n dimensions Gaussian distribution random variables correspond to the assumptive values, and so this 

method is easy to calculate and understand practically. Utilizing the good local characteristic of 

modulated Gaussian wavelet, the fault detection method based on Gaussian wavelet transformation can 

effectively detect faults by adjusting the scaling factor. However, the methods mentioned above still 

have problems in common: 

(1)  It is insensitive and large-delay to detect soft faults, which is discussed in reference [3] and [4];   

(2) Setting a certain threshold value to the designed function of fault detection, traditional fault 

detection can be used for knowing if faults occur, but the fault type can not be distinguished5]. 

To solve the problems above, a fault-tolerant federated filtering algorithm based on wavelet 

modulus maxima is proposed. The algorithm has high sensitivity to soft fault of navigation sensors, 

and can judge the fault type according to the Lipschitz exponent at the fault point. 

2. Design for fault-tolerant filtering scheme 

IThe malfunction in navigation subsystem will make the entire system lose effectiveness, and it is 

very difficult to positioning specific fault for complex systems. Focusing on the problems above, 

decentralized filter method is adopted for INS/GPS/DVL integrated navigation system, and fault 

detection is applied to the two sub filters, respectively. The overall design of fault tolerant system 

based on federated filter is shown as figure 1. 

As shown in the figure 1, position measurement information ZIG is the difference value between 

GPS and INS output, and velocity measurement information ZID is the difference value between DVL 

and INS output. Next, wavelet fault detection is carried out for ZIG and ZID. When on faults are 

detected, measurement information ZIG and ZID can be used for sub filter 1 and filter 2. Otherwise, the 

system will prevent the measurement information ZIG and ZID from being sensor input signal, and the 

fault will be corrected according to the information provided by fault detector. When part of the 

navigation sensor fault occurs, the design shown as Figure 1 enables the integrated navigation system 

to work normally. That is to say, fault signal will have no effect on system output information, 

improving the fault tolerance of the system. Therefore, the key for designing the fault-tolerance filter 
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approach is detecting the state of external navigation information timely and accurately, to provide the 

optimal navigation information for the system calibration. 
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      Figure.1 Integrated navigation design based on fault-tolerant federated filter 

 

3. Signal singularity detection based on wavelet modulus maxima 

3.1 Modulus maxima of wavelet transform 

Signal f is processed by continuous wavelet transform, and there are several definitions on the scale 

0s : 

 (1)  If the derivative of the wavelet transformation coefficient 0( , )fW s u  with respect to u  equals to 

zero at the point 0u u , there is a local extremum in wavelet transformation. 

 (2) If  0 0 0( , ) ( , )f fW s u W s u  is true for any point u within the neighbourhood of 0u  and inequality 

relation 0 0 0( , ) ( , )f fW s u W s u  is satisfied strictly in the left or right neighborhood, point 0 0( , )s u  is the 

maximum point of the wavelet transformation modulus ( , )fW s u  on the scale 0s ,  and 0 0| ( , ) |fW s u  is the 

modulus maxima for the wavelet transform. 

 (3) If every point of a curve in the plane ( , )s u is the maximum value of wavelet transformation 

coefficient | ( , ) |fW s u , the curve is defined as the maximum curve. 

Some important local information of signals can be inferred by the modulus maxima of the wavelet 

transform. By searching the modulus maxima, the modulus maxima curve on the different scales can 

be obtained, and then we can know the local singularities of signal through the change of the wavelet 

modulus maxima on different scales. 

 

3.2 Relationship between modulus maxima and signal singularity 

Assuming that 
1 2( ) ( ) ( )t L L  R R  represents the square integrable real space, its Fourier transform 

ˆ ( )   meets the following condition[7]: 
2ˆ| ( ) |
d

| |
c

 








                              (1) 
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Where, the ( )t  is admissible wavelet or mother wavelet, and the equation (1) is the wavelet 

admissible condition. After the dilation and translation for the mother wavelet, we can get: 

,

1
( ) , R, 0

| |
s u

t u
t s u s

ss
 

 
   

 
               (2) 

Where, s  is scale factor; and u  is translation factor. With the decrease of | |s , the wavelet function 

locality and time-domain resolution are improved, and frequency resolution is reduced. Conversely, 

with the increase of | |s ,  the wavelet function locality and time-domain resolution are reduced, and 

frequency resolution is improved. 

Assuming that ( )t  is a smooth function, wavelet ( )t  and the signal f  to be analyzed are both real 

function, scale parameter 0s  , wavelet ( )t  is the first-order derivative of ( )t , then the continuous 

wavelet transform for f  can be calculated easily: 

1 2 1 2 d
( , ) ( * )( ) ( * )( )

d
f s sW s u s f u s f u

u
            (3) 

Where "*" represents the convolution operation, and s  is the complex conjugate of s . 

From the equation (3), we can learn that  wavelet transform modulus maxima is the maxima of the 

function f  polished by s ,  which accord with the breaking points of signal f  as shown as Figure 2. 
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   Figure.2 Signal breaking point based on wavelet modulus maxima detection 

3.3 Simulation analysis for fault detection 

Since there is no difficulty in detecting the step error, the slope error is set to verify the performance 

of the fault-detection method. 

 (1) Simulation conditions: 

During 100~200s , the slope error is added to the output signal of navigation sensors.  

(2) Simulation results: 

The fault detection method based on Gaussian wavelet transform and the method based on wavelet 

modulus maxima proposed in reference [9] are applied to detecting faults respectively, and the Figure 

3 and Figure 4 give the two fault detection results. 

 

      Figure.3 Slope fault detection based on Gaussian wavelet transform 

Figure 3 shows that, there is hysteresis quality for fault detection using the algorithm based on 

Gaussian wavelet transform. That is to say, only the soft faults accumulate to certain degree, the faults 

can be detected. 
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Figure.4 Slope fault detection by multi-scale transformation 

From Figure 4, it can be seen that the signal time-domain resolution and the fault positioning 

accuracy are relatively high on small scales. However, with the increase of the decomposition scale, 

the signal has multiple extremum points caused by noise, and some of them decrease sharply or 

disappear. In all scales, the extreme values, which will not decrease with the increase of the scale, are 

the singularities of the signal itself. Aiming at the uncertainty of process and measurement noise 

statistic properties, the measurement information are used to real-time estimate and update the means 

and covariances of noises.   

4. Fault type detection based on Lipschitz exponent 

4.1 Lipschitz exponent characteristic of signal  

Mathematically, the signal singularity is described by Lipschitz exponent[8]： 

Definition 1 ： Assuming 
2( ) (R)f t L , if there are two constants M , 0 0( 0, 0)h M h   and n  

polynomial ( )ng h  , making the following inequation true when 0h h , 

0 0( ) ( )nf h h g h M h


                          (4) 

The Lipschitz exponent of ( )f x  at 0h  point is . 

For any point 0h , the polynomial ( )ng h  is uniquely determined. If ( )f x  is n     order continuously 

differentiable at 0h  point and its some neighborhood, the ( )ng h   is Taylor expansion of ( )f x  at  0h  point. 

If function ( )f x  has uniform Lipschitz exponent ( n  ) in some neighborhood of 0h  point, ( )f x  is n  

order differentiable in this neighborhood. Therefore, the larger Lipschitz exponent   is, the better 

smoothness of ( )f x  is; the smaller   is, the larger singularity of ( )f x  is.  

If ( )f x  is first-order step function, considering: 
0

0 0| ( ) ( ) | | |nf h h g h O h    

According to equation (4), the Lipschitz exponent of step function at 0h  point is 0. 

If ( )f x  is first-order function, considering: 
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0 0| ( ) ( ) | | |nf h h g h O h    

According to equation (4), the Lipschitz exponent of  step function at 0h  point equals to 1. 

The Lipschitz exponent related to random noise is usually less than zero. If Gaussian white noise is 

a random distribution which is singular almost everywhere, it has negative Lipschitz 

exponent 0.5    , 0  . 

The relationship among the Lipschitz exponent of the three functions at the breaking point 0h  can be 

observed intuitively. The smoothness of step function is worse than function, and the smoothness of 

Gaussian white noise is worse than step function. According to the analysis above, the signal Lipschitz 

exponent   characteristics are summarized as follows: 

(1) If 1  , function is derivable at 0x  point  and function is first-order derivable at 0x  point when 

1  ;  value  is directly proportional to the smoothness of signal; 

(2) If 0 1  , function is discontinuous at 0x  point, but the extreme value is limited; 

(3) If 0  , the step of step function occurs at  0x point; 

(4) If 0   and the distribution density decreases with the increase of the decomposition level 

wavelet transform, the signal can be affected by random noise. 

 

4.2 Calculation of signal Lipschitz exponent based on modulus maxima 

By analyzing the relationship between wavelet modulus of maxima transform and function 

singularity, Mallat and other scholars found that the attenuation of | ( , ) |Wf s u  could be controlled by its 

local maximum value. Therefore, the calculation of signal Lipschitz exponent can be completed by 

describing the relationship between wavelet modulus maxima and signal Lipschitz10]. 

Assume that the compactly supported set of wavelet function   is  ,C C ( 0C  ), and all the 

modulus maxima points which converge to v  point are in the conical surface u v Cs  as shown in 

Figure 5, when 0s s  is true. 

0

s

u

| |u v Cs 

| |u v Cs 

| |u v Cs 

v

 

Fig.5 The conical surface composed of modulus maxima points 

When function 
2( ) (R)f t L , the modulus maximum values distribute as the conical surface above, 

and point 0t  is Lipschitz( n  ), there is the constant A  that satisfy the following expression: 

0.5 0( , ) R R, ( , ) 1f

t t
s u W s u Aa

s



  
            (5) 

When 0t t , we can get: 
0.5( , )fW s u Aa                                (6) 

Evaluating the logarithm of the both sides in equation (6), and using binary wavelet transform, we 

can obtain the following comparison expression when 2 ja  : 
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2 2log | ( , ) | log ( 0.5)fW a b A j                     (7) 

Equation (7) shows that, the Lipschitz exponent at 0t  point of function ( )f t  depends on the 

attenuation of | ( , ) |fW a b  under fine scales, that is to say, 

 (1) If 0t t  and Lipschitz exponent 0   are true, the wavelet transform modulus maxima is 

proportional to scale; 

(2) If 0t t  and Lipschitz exponent 0   are true, the wavelet transform modulus maxima is 

inversely proportional to scale;  

(3) If 0t t  and Lipschitz exponent 0   are true, the wavelet transform modulus maxima is not 

affected by scale. 

Assuming that both sides of the comparison expression (7) are equal under the two continuous 

decomposition scale j  and 1j  [11], and then we can get: 
1

2 1 2log (2 , ) log (2 , )
0.5

1

j j

f j f jW t W t

j j




 
 

 
     (8) 

According to equation (7) and (8), we know that 2log | ( , ) |fW a b as the function of decomposition 

scale j , equals to the result of substracting 0.5 from the slope of 2log | ( , ) |fW a b along the modulus 

maxima which converges to 0t . Equation (8) provides a more practical method to calculate the 

Lipschitz exponent. 

 

4.3 Simulation and analysis for fault type detection 

Driven by the slope faults mentioned in section 3.3, the signal has the attenuation relationship with 

the logarithm of modulus maxima at 100u   and 200u   point on scale j , and the relation curves are 

provided by Figure 6. 

 

Figure.6 Slope of modulus maxima curve with slope fault 

In Figure 6, the slopes at the two breaking points are relatively different, which is caused by the 

difference of the signal Lipschitz exponent at the two breaking points. 

By using linear least square method, the slope of curve in figuer.6 at the modulus maxima on every 

scale of the curve can be estimated, and the Lipschitz exponent can be obtained by subtracting 0.5 

from the slope. Under the two fault conditions, the scope of modulus maxima curve and Lipschitz 

exponent are shown as Table 1. 

Table 1 Comparison of Lipschitz exponent 

  Slope fault Lipschitz exponent 

Fault point u=100 u=200 

Modulus maxima curve slope 1.5143 0.4737 

Measured value of   1.0143 -0.0263 

theoretical value of   1 0 
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According to Table 1, there is approximately a superposition of firs-order derivable function at 

point 100u  , and so   theoretical value can be approximated to 1; the step of step function occurs at 

point 200u  , and so   theoretical value can be approximated to 0; the Lipschitz   exponent 

calculated by modulus maxima curve slope is basically the same with its theoretical value. 

In conclusion, by using the good locality of Gaussian function, the fault detection based on 

Gaussian wavelet transform can mathematically magnify the signal singularity, but because the change 

of early signal in slope faults is not obvious, it is difficult to detect fault through modulated Gaussian 

wavelet transform. On the other hand, by searching wavelet modulus maxima on different scale, the 

fault detection method based on modulus maxima can find fault points, and the fault type can be 

distinguished through signal Lipschitz exponent calculated by the attenuation of wavelet modulus 

maxima.   

5. Implement of fault detection algorithms  

To obtain the singularity of fault signal and estimate Lipschitz exponent, we have to get the curves 

of modulus maxima. Theoretically, continuous wavelet transform should be carried out for signal 

processing, but because of the heavy computation burden, it can not be implemented in practical 

applications. Therefore, adhoc algorithm [12], which is the binary discrete wavelet transform with 2 j

 

scale and continuous shift factor, is applied to finding the curves of modulus maxima. The fault 

detection algorithm can realize the functions, such as locating the faults, distinguishing fault type by 

Lipschitz exponent, and providing more effective information for fault isolation. The specific steps of 

the algorithm are shown as follows: 

(1) Choosing Morlet wavelet basis and decomposition scale 2 j , we process the noise signal by 

binary discrete wavelet transform. With the decomposition scale chosen, the following requirements 

should be satisfied: The number of signal extreme points on the largest scale should be dominant; the 

important singularity of signal can not lost; the output signal delay can not affect on the real-time 

performance of integrated navigation system. According to the requirements above, we determine j=5 

for the decomposition scale 2 j . 

(2) Assuming that the largest amplitude of extreme point is M  on largest decomposition scales, the 

extreme points whose amplitude is smaller than /M j should be eliminated, that is because the extreme 

points are caused by noise. 

(3) For every extreme point 0x  on scale 2 j , assuming that the extreme value points before and after 

0x  are 1x  and 2x and the corresponding manifoldpoint of 1x  is 1x , so the corresponding manifoldpoint 

of 0x should be found in the  interval  ,1 1 2[max( ), ]L x x x ; For the points , ,1 2( )na a a  which have the same 

sign with 0x  in the  interval L , If 0 0| | | | /3 1,2, ,,ika x a x i n k i      is true, ka  is the manifoldpoint of 0x , 

else the point whose amplitude is the largest and sign is the same with 0x  is the manifoldpoint of 0x ; If 

the amplitude of the manifoldpoint is double it of 0x , this point should be eliminated as the extreme 

value point of noise[13]; 

(4) Repeat the process above until the scale is 22 ;  
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(5) Eliminate the extreme point on the first scale 12 , and put the distribution and amplitude of 

extreme point on the second scale 22  to the point on the first scale 12 . The search for the modulus 

maxima on scale 12 ~ 2
j  is completed. 

(6) Through the steps above, calculate the modulus maxima on every scale and draw the modulus 

maxima curve. According to the modulus maxima on fine scale, we can find the singular point position, 

namely the moment of fault occurrence. 

(7) Select the modulus maxima point on every scale calculated in step (6) and the logarithm of 

decomposition scale as ordinate and abscissa respectively. The slope of curve is estimated by linear 

least squares, and Lipschitz exponent can be obtained by subtracting 0.5 from the curve slope. 

According to the LIpschitz exponent, we can distinguish the fault type, and the fault information is 

provided for fault detection and isolation module to dispose of the sensors with faults. 

6. Fault-tolerant federated filter design 

6.1 State and measurement equation for sub filter 

Considering the outputs from the sensors are different from each other, indirect method is applied to 

estimate the navigation parameters. The state vector is selected as: 

[ ]T

I x y x y z rx ry rzV V            X  

Where , , ,x yV V     are the INS position errors and velocity errors; , ,    are attitude angel errors 

for INS; , ,x y z    are the constant gyro drifts; rx ry rz, ,   are the random gyro drifts. 

Position integrated mode is used for INS/GPS sub filter, so the state equation and measurement 

equation are given by: 

I II

G

I

G GG

      
      

      

0

0




+

X WFX
=

X WFX
                  (9) 

I G I

I G
IG IG IG

G

   
   

  

φ -φ X
Z = = H +V

λ - λ X
              (10) 

Where IF is INS state transition matrix[14],   G G G X  is the latitude error and longitude error. 

Using first order markov process to complete the approximate fitting, GPS state transition matrix G
F  

changes to be: 

λGPS GPS

1 1
diag( , )G


 

F                           (11) 

Where GPS
 and λGPS  are correlation time， ,I GW W are the system noise matrix for INS and GPS 

respectively, gx gy gz  ， ，  are white noise caused by gyro drifts, ,    are white noise caused by 

GPS， IGV  is measurement noise matrix, IGH  is state transition matrix for INS/GPS measurement 

equation. 
T

gx gy gzI      W                          (12) 
T

G      W                               (13) 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1IG

 
  

H     (14) 

Velocity integrated mode is used for INS/DVL sub filter, so the state equation and measurement 

equation are given by: 

 

http://dict.youdao.com/w/state/
http://dict.youdao.com/w/transition/
http://dict.youdao.com/w/matrix/
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I II

D

I

D DD


      

      
      

0

0





X WFX

X WFX
                (15) 

Ix Dx I

Iy Dy

ID ID ID
D

   
        

V V X
Z H V

V V X
             (16) 

Where 
T

D Dx DyV V k     X  is state variable of DVL velocity estimation error, ,Dx DyV V   are velocity 

error, k is scale error. DF  is DVL state transition matrix:  

1 1 1
diag( , , )

Dx Dy k

D
  

F                        (17) 

Where , ,Dx Dy k   are Markov correlation time, DW  is system noise matrix, ,Dx Dy   are driven white 

noise, IDV is DVL measure noise matrix. 
T

Dx DyG     W                             (18) 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
y x

x y
ID

V V

V V

   
    

H         (19) 

6.2 Design for INS/GPS/DVL global filter 

To make the integrated filter realizable for computer calculation, it is necessary to discretize the 

state equation and measurement equation mentioned above, and then we have: 

1 1 1k k,k k k k

k k k k

   


 

X Φ X Γ W

Z H X V
                   (20) 

Assuming that the local estimations are unrelated, the global estimation can be expressed as: 
1 1

1 1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ
g g 11 1 22 2

g 11 22

 

  

  


 

( )X P P X P X

P (P P )
                  (21) 

Local estimates ( 1X̂  , 2X̂ ) from the sub filters and their covariance matrix ( 1P , 2P ) participate in 

master filter algorithm, and the obtained results would integrate with master filter estimates to get the 

global optimal estimation. Besides, global estimate ˆ
eX  and the corresponding covariance matrix eP  are 

amplified to be 
1 ( 1)i ig  P , being the feedback to sub filters, and estimates of sub filter are reset as:  

1

ˆ ˆ
i g

ii i gβ

 




X X

P P
                                   (22) 

7. Simulation 

7.1 Simulation condition 

(1) Initial latitude and longitude are 0 30  
 and 0 120  

respectively; gyro constant drift is 0.01 / h ; 

head angel is 45 , and east velocity and north velocity are 5kn; simulation time is 20000s. 

(2) INS/DVL/GPS integrated system is applied to calibration. After 4-hour system work, inertial 

system is calibrated by the gyro drift estimated and system error information. 

(3) On the two conditions of GPS information with no fault and slope failure, calibration simulation 

is implemented. Slope of the slope failure is set as mentioned in Section 3.3. 

7.2 Simulation results 

 On the two conditions of GPS information with no fault and slope failure, the estimated results for 

east gyro drift and azimuth gyro are given in Figure 7, and the latitude and longitude information is 

shown as figure 8. 
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(a) The drift estimation results when GPS is without faults 

 

 

(b) The drift estimation results when GPS have slope faults 

Figure.7 Gyro drifts estimation result 

 

 

(a) The positioning result when GPS is without faults 

 

(b) The positioning results when GPS have slope faults  

Figure.8 Positioning estimation results 

 

It can be seen from the simulation curves on the no-faults condition, inertial navigation system gyro 

drifts and position information can be estimated well by the INS/DVL/GPS integrated calibration, 

especially the estimation accuracy for east gyro drift can be up to 90%. Besides, according to the 
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simulation results when there is slope fault, influenced by the fault information, federated filter can not 

obtain the position observation information, leading to the decrease of gyro drift estimation. In 

addition, through the detection and isolation for faults,  the single system fault will have no effects on  

SINS/DVL sub filter because the GPS with abnormal output is isolated, but the federated filter change 

to be composed of SINS/DVL sub filter equivalently, which cause the slightly decrease for the position 

estimation comparing with the situation without GPS faults. 

8. Simulation 

Aiming at the problems that INS calibration accuracy will be affected because sensor fault detection 

algorithm is insensitive, large-delay and can not distinguished faults type, a developed fault-tolerant 

federated filtering algorithm based on wavelet singular value detection have been proposed in this 

paper. Through multi-sensor federated filtering, the single navigation sensor fault can not affect the 

performance of the entire system. Based on wavelet modulus maxima, the navigation sensor fault 

detection method has high sensitivity to detection for navigation soft faults, and the fault type can be 

distinguished through the Lipschitz exponent on fault point. In order to provide effective information 

for the fault isolation and restoration of sensor, multi-sensor fault-tolerant integrated navigation system 

can be adopted, and the reliability of system can be improved. Simulation results show that the method 

proposed is effective and has important practical significance for engineering application. 
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